Murder Charges filed
in Jaqueline Vigil Case



(Albuquerque Journal, 11/12/20)
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“Sanctuary City” has deadly
consequences for Albuquerque.
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Rob Grilley supports
Sanctuary City that
protects violent criminals.

Renee Grout will fight to
repeal Sanctuary City.

R

enee Grout strongly opposes Sanctuary
City because she understands it
protects criminals at the expense of public
safety. On the City Council, she will fight
hard to repeal Sanctuary and let police do
their jobs.

R

ob Grilley supports the Sanctuary City policy that forces police
to hide illegal immigrants from federal authorities—even if
they commit crimes like rape or murder. (Source: ABQ News Candidate
Questionnaire; 10/5/21)

Protecting Violent Criminals

Tough On Crime

Jacqueline Vigil, a mother of two NM State Police officers, was
murdered by Luis Talamantes-Romero, an illegal immigrant with
“a lengthy criminal history.” (KOB.com, 1/22/21)
Vigil’s killer should have been deported before, but the city’s
Sanctuary City policy forced police to hide him from immigration
officials.
Yet even after Jacqueline Vigil’s murder, Rob Grilley still
proclaims his support for Sanctuary City.

Renee Grout
is a strong
supporter of law
enforcement

Renee Grout will fight for tougher anticrime laws and give our police the support
they need on the City Council to enforce
our laws, crack down on crime and get
dangerous criminals off our streets.
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